
HÖFATS BRANDED
TURNING YOUR BRANDS INTO STORIES
// BEER BOX  
// CRATE
// JOHNNY CATCH MAGNET
// JOHNNY CATCH CUP
// SPIN
// GRAVITY CANDLE
// CUBE
// TRIPLE
// ZANGE
// SCHÜRZE
// HANDSCHUHE
// STEAKBESTECK



BEER BOX



BEER BOX – The evolution of the beverage crate starts with the materials 
wood and metal and finds a preliminary end – for economic reasons – with 
plastics. But economic efficiency is relative – what if there is a life after the 
existence as a beverage container, if the crate is upcycled to a fire basket 
after its initial use. BEER BOX, a fire basket made of solid corten steel in 
its simplest form, however amazingly versatile. The large handles cry out 
for mobility – thus off you go to the lake. The interior of the cardboard box 
serves as a firelighter at the same time. Thanks to accessories, the crate 
turns into a grill or stool and its stackability enables a raising of the fire 
basket respectively grill and also makes sense in terms of storage and 
transport. The fact that the crate moreover is an ideal advertising medium 
is in the nature of things and the integrated bottle opener is a pure pleasure! 
Cheers, we wish wonderful evenings with a beer and a fire and your friends 
around.

// beer crate | fire basket | grill | stool
// integrated bottle opener
// corten steel – developing a living,   
 unique rust patina
// optional accessories: coal grid, seat  
 board / serving tray
// stackable on another BEER BOX or a  
 customary beverage crate



BEER BOX  
BRANDED
Largest possible cutout   H 6 cm x W 16 cm



CRATE



CRATE – The name says it all, and even more: CRATE follows the footsteps 
of the legendary BEER BOX. While the bear crate was source of inspiration 
for its little sister, CRATE resembles a wine case or a fruit box. The normally 
used material wood has been replaced by high-quality Corten steel. A multi-
functional product has thus been developed, serving many purposes: be it a 
wood storage, wine case, beer crate or fruit box, but also a fire basket, stool 
or grill.

A spontaneous triAp to the lake? CRATE is your perfect companion! Apart 
from beverages, also firewood for an atmospheric campfire or a small 
barbecue can be transported in the robust box - and the grill is already 
included.

// fire basket, grill and stool in one
// also useable for beverages, as wine
 case, beer crate, wood storage, 
 fruit box etc. 
// corten steel developing a unique, 
 living patina 
// long-lasting stainless steel riveting 
// optional accessories: cooking grid,  
 supporting board 
// stackable on / in combination with  
 other CRATES



CRATE  
BRANDED
Largest possible cutout    H 6 cm x W 16 cm



JOHNNY CATCH 
MAGNET



JOHNNY CATCH – probably the world‘s most functional and 
minimalistic wall mounted bottle opener. Johnny Catch has 
a thin, sleek design and fits to the wall or mounting surface 
discretely. 
Johnny Catch magnet or with a cup captures bottle caps 
before they have a chance to fall on the floor! Johnny Catch 
is 100% stainless steel and doesn’t need any screws or 
additional fixings. It is simply mounted on the wall by high 
quality double-faced tape that adheres to many surfaces, 
even uneven ones! 

//  brushed stainless steel 18/10
//  mount without screws
//  strong magnet
//  catches about 10-20 bottle caps



JOHNNY CATCH MAGNET  
BRANDED  

Largest possible engraving  H 10,5 cm x W 3,8 cm



JOHNNY CATCH 
CUP



JOHNNY CATCH – probably the world‘s most functional and 
minimalistic wall mounted bottle opener. Johnny Catch has 
a thin, sleek design and fits to the wall or mounting surface 
discretely. 
Johnny Catch magnet or with a cup captures bottle caps 
before they have a chance to fall on the floor! Johnny Catch 
is 100% stainless steel and doesn’t need any screws or 
additional fixings. It is simply mounted on the wall by high 
quality double-faced tape that adheres to many surfaces, 
even uneven ones! 

//  brushed stainless steel 18/10
//  mount without screws
//  soft touch cup
//  catches about 60 bottle caps



JOHNNY CATCH CUP  
BRANDED

Largest possible engraving  H 10,5 cm x W 3,8 cm



SPIN



SPIN – is a fascinating whirl of flames in a decorative 
glass cylinder which brings a campfire atmosphere to your 
balcony or terrace. The impressive dance of the flames is 
due to bioethanol burnt in a can. Simply place the can into 
the stainless-steel footing on an even surface and light the 
combustion gel with an extended universal lighter or a long 
match. Then quickly put on the 54 cm high glass cylinder 
(made of high-quality borosilicate glass) and enjoy the 
luminous vortex of flames for 1.5 hours. Those who want 
to end the spectacle prematurely simply need to place the 
enclosed extinguishing lid onto the glass cylinder, thus 
suffocating the flame within seconds.

A rod with which SPIN can be easily fixed in the ground is 
also available. Just stick the rod into your lawn, and Spin 
will become the eye-catcher of any garden party and enchant 
your guests. Thanks to a heightened stand, SPIN also looks 
fabulous on the ground.

// table fire, lantern, garden torch
// 500 % boost due to rotating flame and chimney effect
// for indoor* and outdoor* use (* only SPIN standard)
// secure stand due to massive foot
// foot bottom with anti-slip and surface protection
// compliant with DIN EN 16647
// combustion period with one filling: 1.5 hours
// incl. extinguishing lid for premature extinguishing of       
     the flame
// stainless steel housing
// glass cylinder made of borosilicate glass



SPIN – is a fascinating whirl of flames in a decorative 
glass cylinder which brings a campfire atmosphere to your 
balcony or terrace. The impressive dance of the flames is 
due to bioethanol burnt in a can. Simply place the can into 
the stainless-steel footing on an even surface and light the 
combustion gel with an extended universal lighter or a long 
match. Then quickly put on the 54 cm high glass cylinder 
(made of high-quality borosilicate glass) and enjoy the 
luminous vortex of flames for 1.5 hours. Those who want 
to end the spectacle prematurely simply need to place the 
enclosed extinguishing lid onto the glass cylinder, thus 
suffocating the flame within seconds.

A rod with which SPIN can be easily fixed in the ground is 
also available. Just stick the rod into your lawn, and Spin 
will become the eye-catcher of any garden party and enchant 
your guests. Thanks to a heightened stand, SPIN also looks 
fabulous on the ground.

// table fire, lantern, garden torch
// 500 % boost due to rotating flame and chimney effect
// for indoor* and outdoor* use (* only SPIN standard)
// secure stand due to massive foot
// foot bottom with anti-slip and surface protection
// compliant with DIN EN 16647
// combustion period with one filling: 1.5 hours
// incl. extinguishing lid for premature extinguishing of       
     the flame
// stainless steel housing
// glass cylinder made of borosilicate glass



SPIN  
BRANDED  

Largest possible engraving  H 1,5 cm x W 4,5 cm



GRAVITY CANDLE



GRAVITY CANDLE – The höfats lantern delights with 
a cardanically suspended candle – no matter in which 
direction the lantern is twisted, the candle always remains 
perpendicular due to gravity. Wax splashes when blowing 
out a candle are a thing of the past – the GRAVITY CANDLE 
simply is turned around and extinguishes. Already when 
lighting the candle, the mechanism is extremely useful – 
slightly tilt the lantern to the side and light the candle without 
burning yourself or having to remove the glass tube. Be it on 
the table, in hanging position (thanks to accessories) or on a 
rod – the GRAVITY CANDLE with its atmospheric candlelight 
turns your favourite spot into a magical place both indoors 
and outdoors. You can subsequently extinguish the GRAVITY 
CANDLE in any position by simply turning it around – and 
what is best: in reverse position, the GRAVITY CANDLE is 
perfectly protected against the weather for neither rain nor 
leaves can reach its interior.

// lantern with a special (cardanically) pivoted candle
// candle always remaining perpendicular due to gravity
// comfortable lighting
// safe and secure extinguishing of the flame



GRAVITY CANDLE  
BRANDED  

Largest possible engraving  H 1,5 cm x W 3,5 cm



CUBE



Bayerischer  
Staatspreis 2017

firebasket | barbecue | stool

CUBE – Everyone knows the atmospheric 
charm of an open fire – but how to 
extinguish the fire subsequently, above all 
the upcoming wind and increasingly flying 
sparks? CUBE is simply turned around, 
the fire bowl remaining always in balance 
due to gravity, the fire is suppressed and 
extinguished. If no fire is burning inside 
CUBE, it can be used as a stool, a bench 
or a side table – a multi-purpose piece 

of outdoor furniture which surprises, 
enthuses and gives lasting pleasure due 
to its solid materiality.

//  100 % Stainless steel 
//  powder coated
//  firebasket Grill Stool
//  finish safe & clean



CUBE  
BRANDED

Largest possible engraving  H 3,6 cm x W 2,8 cm 



TRIPLE



TRIPLE – a tribute to open fireplaces – the most original form of heat and 
cosiness. Designed in edged clarity and made of massive corten steel, the 
fire bowl series TRIPLE cultivates the archaic heat source through simple 
and thrilling functionality. With a few steps only, three identical segments 
– neverthe-less faceted in themselves – complete each other to form one 
solid, larger whole. 

Mobility and a resource-saving transport arise from its separability. The 
adaptable cooking grate can be continuously adjusted in height and is 
rotatable. On its surface, a teapot, mulled wine or grillables find place. It 
can moreover be rotated inwards in order to cook a spicy stew.

// fireplace and grill
// easy to disassemble, compact transport dimensions
// corten steel – developing a living, unique rust patina
// varied accessories available 



TRIPLE  
BRANDED
Largest possible cutting   H 6 cm x W 16 cm



TONGS



TONGS – Due to their asymmetric shape, the 
tongs lie ergonomically and safely in your hand. 
Moreover, the slightly tilted edges enable to 
cautiously handle sensitive grillables. Breakouts 
at the ends provide for grip and clear view – in a 
way, they make the tongs transparent at the center 
of events. The tongs are thus the perfect tool both 
for small shrimps and T-bone steaks. And if that 
wasn‘t enough, the tongs place the cooking grid 
over the embers or lift the hot grid out of the grill. 
And as standing near the grill makes you thirsty, 
tongs can not only lift steaks and grids, but also 
crown caps. Cheers!

//  ergonomic
//  perfect length
//  grid grip function
//  bottle opener function
//  brushed stainless steel 18/10



TONGS  
BRANDED  

 Largest possible engraving  H 1,5 cm x W 3 cm



APRON



APRON – The ingenious höfats apron 
turns you and your grilling cooking skills 
into a successful “rope team”. The robust 
and easy-care material suits you down to 
the ground. Due to the continuous rope 
stretching from the neck over the sides to 
the hip, the apron can be adjusted to the 
body size with a flick of the wrist. Thus it 
fits perfectly and provides the maximum 
wearing comfort. The decently integrated 
pocket as well as the towel belt will 
thrill you. The belt is already adequately 
equipped with a high-quality towel made 
of 100% linen going along with the höfats 
apron.

//  perfect fitting
//  climbing rope
//  integrated pocket and towel belt
//  tough cotton mixture
//  incl. towel 100 % linen



APRON  
BRANDED

Largest possible print  H 35 cm x W 25 cm



GLOVES



GLOVES – The robust höfats grilling gloves made of 
pure, extremely dense suede and Kevlar are hand-
sewn and made for eternity. The gloves are highly 
heat-resistant, thus turning grilling into an absolutely 
safe pleasure. Smooth leather and a perfect fit make 
the gloves extremely handy. You will fall in love with 
the impeccably sewn and thus highly comfortable 
inner lining. 

//  extremely heat-resistant
//  100 % natural leather with Kevlar
//  perfect wearing comfort, extreme grip
//  pleasant lining
//  1 pair



GLOVES  
BRANDED  

Largest possible print   H 9,5 cm x W 3,8 cm



STEAKTOOLS



STEAKTOOLS – tools meeting the demands of a 
perfect piece of meat.
Due to the sharp blade, the meat fibres are not torn 
apart, but precisely cut. The meat thus remains juicy 
and aromatic. Forged in one solid piece, the brus-
hed, silk-matt stainless steel lies perfectly balan-
ced in your hand. Non-corrosive, dishwasher-safe 
and dimensionally stable, the höfats steaktools are 
indestructible and guarantee longstanding joy in 
good meat. Delivered in a high-quality wooden box, 

höfats steaktools are the perfect present for every 
meat lover and for all appreciative of good food. By 
the way – the höfats steaktools also perform extre-
mely well with pizza.

//  8 pieces
//  extrem solid and perfectly balanced
//  serrated knife
//  brushed, mat stainless steel 18/10
//  wooden box packing



STEAKTOOLS  
BRANDED  

Largest possible print   H 15,8 cm x W 22,1 cm



Fascinating and uncompromising products, accomplished by using 
materials of highest quality – this is what höfats stands for. Our way to 
imagine, develop and create products – our way to realize a distinctive 
and unique identity. We are always in search of the optimum, always 
forging ahead for a new future, and always with perfection down to the 
smallest detail – in order to turn a strong idea into an authentic höfats 
product.

höfats GmbH  |  Albert Einstein Str. 6 |  87437 Kempten |  GERMANY  |   
www.hofats.com | info@hofats.com | +49 831 98 90 94 60 




